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It uses the same principles of play as most football managers. After passing the quiz, the player can hire one or more players,
choose the correct answer from the list of choices. Opportunities are created from various blocks: keys; fans; fans; football
players; VIP Football Players; commentators; command; promoters; financial position. When creating a playing field, use two
types of blocks. Keys are blocks that allow you to create new groups of players. Each block allows the players gathered in the
room to interact with each other. For example, if you got together to play football, then you might say, "Yes, let's play football."
Players who come together for a game in order to influence each other can say: after playing football. Fans is a block that allows
the player to interact with fans in the real world. Often players will come together and say, "How about chipping in for tickets to
the match?" Fans are an auxiliary block blocking a player preventing players from using their skills. A player might say, look at
how much fan money goes into their budget. A team is a tool that increases the chances of winning in football. This is a block
with friends that blocks the player, which prevents the players from performing their duties. Promoters are the team that
provides supplies for a football match. Teams use these materials to increase the number of their fans and influence the
results.In addition to football models, the game puts a lot of emphasis on controls. Referees, VIP fans and fans can not only
influence the outcome of the match, but they can do it. With the help of various chips, you can block players with a bad
reputation, and at the end of the game only a small percentage of players will be out of the competition. These examples will
show how important the game itself is, and not its results. In Proximity Fantasy, players are put into teams and assigned
commanders. Commanders can lower and raise their rating by playing certain missions that they must complete. Thus, players,
using team ratings, increase their chances of winning. The game "ProXimityFantasy Online" has been very popular for several
years now. And although there is a lot of team action in it, the overall strategy of the game remains the same. The player can be
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